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Lightning Threat Zone API
Global nowcasts that easily integrate into your tracking or warning tools

Key benefits
Enable greater
situational awareness
Allow users to follow developing
storm situations in real time and
from farther away. Even create
alerts for users on approaching
weather that could pose a lightning
threat or even have the potential
for severe weather.

Better manage, visualize, and
contextualize nearby storms

How do you predict the behavior of something as
unpredictable as a thunderstorm? It’s one of the great
quandaries faced by safety management professionals
in both the public and private sectors. Be too cautious,
and you can cause costly service disruption and
downtime. Miscalculate the other way, and people can
get hurt. Vaisala Lightning Threat Zone API boosts the
thunderstorm nowcasting and alert information that
software developers can easily leverage within their
situational awareness platforms. This yields localized,
actionable insights for their end users in times when
people’s safety depends on their decisions.
Vaisala Lightning Threat Zone API starts with data from detection
networks that capture more global lightning events than any
other in the the world and analyses them utilizing a sophisticated
algorithm to deliver simple and effective forecast visualizations.
It can work with severe weather forecasting systems and weather
tools to give greater insight into the potential impact a severe
thunderstorm might have. Enable users to determine if or when
a thunderstorm is likely to be a threat to their location. Even
estimate when lightning will move beyond a user’s alert area
so people can return to work. Lightning Threat Zone API lets
users plan accordingly and continue to operate safely, because it
localizes forecasting, warns you sooner, and lets you see how a
storm is behaving. Bring thunderstorm forecasting clarity to your
weather platforms.

See storm trajectory displays
and storm cell velocity vectors
that include speed and direction,
allowing users to identify when
storm cells are beginning to
develop or decay.

Faster lead times
Start planning sooner
with nowcasts of potential
thunderstorm activity by
forecasting up to 60-minutes out,
in 10-minute increments, improving
safety and increasing efficiency for
your users.

More localized forecasts
Layer local, real-time context
with other severe thunderstorm
warnings, which are typically by
county or multiple counties.

Lightning Threat Zone API at a glance

Why Vaisala?

Applications

Key features

• Visualizing and understanding
the level of threat a storm poses,
whether it is approaching, moving
away, or is currently overhead
triggering lightning alarms.

Simple API query that can easily
integrate into your weather systems
and platforms.

• Improving thunderstorm
forecasting, especially in parts
of the globe not covered by
accessible radar or with limited
access to weather data.
• Building localized warnings into
existing weather applications to
provide accurate weather warning
information that is more relevant
to commercial or public users.
• Incorporating lightning forecast
information into collective
weather platforms for both
targeted and broad user
segments.
• Making more accurate risk
threshold determinations in order
to minimize costly downtime
while also protecting employees
from injury or death.

Incremental forecasting capabilities
on thunderstorm cells up to 60
minutes out in 10-minute increments.
Accessible across the globe with the
highest quality lightning data, which
is available 99.99+% of the time.
Additional lightning information
layer that includes forecast polygons
and velocity vector data for each
identified storm so users can better
predict their lightning risk.
Quality lightning data powered by
the most reliable lightning detection
networks that detect the most
lightning events in the world, covering
all of your users.
Comprehensive, actionable data that
can be utilized to make well-informed
immediate operational decisions and
for establishing individual site and
broad organizational safety policies.
A single source for global coverage
that captures lightning and storm
data for even the most remote
locations on land or sea and lets you
access it when and where you need it,
available 99.99+% of the time.

The industry standard in
global lighting data
No matter how you integrate
lightning information, your
weather platforms demand
the best data possible. Vaisala
delivers the most accurate and
reliable lightning information
wherever and whenever you
or your customers need it.
Vaisala has more ways to
access highly accurate,
global lightning data, whether
for integrating into your
existing weather system or
building a comprehensive
forecasting solution.

Support and services you
can count on
Look to Vaisala for
dependable support, project
capabilities, and training so
you can get the most from
your system. With decades of
experience providing the best
technologies and the finest
support, Vaisala’s philosophy
of partnership is unmatched in
the industry.
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